Three-dimensional stereotactic anatomy of the human trigeminal nerve nuclear complex.
The trigeminal nuclear complex and its spinal tract extend throughout the greater part of the brain-stem and at medullary levels form the target site for producing stereotactic lesions. This paper describes a method for three-dimensional drawings of this nuclear complex. A stereotactic atlas of the human brain-stem and cerebellar nuclei has formed the data base. The two-dimensional composite transverse sections, at 1-mm intervals have been digitized using an X-Y coordinate plotting microscope. Computer programs have been written to generate drawings of a single transverse hemisection as well as regeneration of the opposite hemibrain-stem section. Specific programs were used to reconstruct serial transverse section outlines and incorporate the trigeminal nuclear complex with and without hidden line removal techniques and colour graphic display facilities. Rotation about the x, y and z axes was possible and permits any view of the reconstructed specimen to be computer-generated. A further program for reconstructing structures as stereopairs is presented.